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4 Yards More Golf Tee

Product Name: 4 Yards More Golf Tee

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS1076

The tee has claimed multiple victories on the Champions and LPGA Tours. Including
Gil Morgan’s victory at the Wal-Mart First Tee Open at Pebble Beach.

“4 Yards More” Golf Tees have arrived in the Performance Tee category. The tee has
claimed multiple victories on the Champions and LPGA Tours. Including Gil Morgan’s
victory at the Wal-Mart First Tee Open at Pebble Beach. As golfers discover the
distance it adds to drives, it will be an essential in every golfer’s bag.

The product has undergone rigorous performance tests and improvements for the past
18 months. Although the pursuit of a superior tee is far from over, the product is ready
to be put to the test of the golfing public.

“4 Yards More” Golf Tee is the only tee scientifically proven in two batteries of tests to
outdistance wooden tees.We took the average of the two tests and give you the latest
in performance golf tees. “4 Yards More” Golf Tees. 100% Guaranteed or your money
back.

How It Works

  “4 Yards More” Golf Tee is a reusable golf tee that will add more yards to 
  your driving distance. The tee is designed with a rigid polymer stake and a
  dynamic elastomer crown. The body and individual fingers of the crown flex
  with the force of the drive to reduce resistance at impact.

  The ball launches off the tee with less friction and low ball spin resulting in
  longer, straighter drives.

In addition, the multi material construction produces a tee that can tolerate 100+ hits,
keeping golf courses and tee boxes free of discarded disposable tees. The use of
durable, multiple-plastic materials also cuts down on deforestation, making the product
environmentally friendly.

Another great advantage “4 Yards More” Golf Tee is the height gauge, which gives
golfers consistent tee depth. This allows golfers to swing consistently, gaining
distance and accuracy.

View the video clip

   

1-3/4 inch “Short Tee” perfect for Par 3s and driving with irons.
 

 
 

2-3/4 inch “Standard Tee” the ideal choice for most drivers.
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4 Yards More Golf Tee

3-1/4 inch “Driver Tee” for the right launch angle on large head drivers.
    

4 inch
“The Extreme” the longest allowed by USGA and R&A
 

 

Click here to view the front and back of the packaging

Price: R59.00

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Sunday 06 June, 2010
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